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About This Content

This package will get you the following special weapon and armor items for use by Lid! Use their extraordinary power to defeat
your enemies!

-Mithril Dagger
-Stealth Ring

*These items can only be used by Lid.
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Title: Hyperdevotion Noire: Ultimate Lid Set
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Idea Factory, Compile Heart, Sting
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32bit, 64bit)

Processor: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10.x or OpenGL 3.3 or better graphics card with 1 GB RAM and support for v4 shaders

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Caution: ATI Mobility Radeon HD 5xxx, 1GB VRAM 5000 series
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a really fun game!
Great to play if you have a spare hour and pretty accurate too!
7\/10. very slow but extremely detailed.. Great game. Very non-linear, would recommend for any fans of the metroidvania
genre. Focus is more on puzzles than combat.. Wonderful game love it. A very good choice for strategic gamers. Played this
game for hours on hours.. Saw it. Loved it. Bought it.. Kinda plops you into the game, then you start walking around with no
explanation - charging the flashlights, etc like that - point of setting up the cameras? It's more of a walking simulator where you
click on everything to make sure you've picked it up. Was boring and had no sense of direction for the most part. You have an
inventory if you press I, theres a little note that kind of tells you what to do but "I should rest" like what, rest where? do what?
just seemed needlessly confusing for a horror game.. Great turn-based strategy game, a little grindy at certain stages of the
game. Definitely a hidden gem, I had not heard of this game before. Also works great on Linux!
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Silky smooth graphics and addicting gameplay. Its like button mashing in a fighting game except its action adventure here. You
begin with a tutorial in game and then after you complete it, you have to go on different missions. There are lots of objectives
and replaybility of the scenes in the game. Just make sure you have a decent video card otherwise you will get serious lag.
Thankfully there are lots of options to adjust to in the menu so you can play according to your machine.. Honestly, while I had a
certain amount of fun with this title, I don't think I can recommend it in good conscience. The game suffers from an extremely
low production values, with most of its sound effects and music being stock, royalty-free sounds and music downloaded from
the Internet, rather cringe-worthy animation, average art style, extremely simple puzzles, rather non-sensical storyline, very bad
technical problems (the game didn't support the native resolution of my monitor, so I had to play it on a laptop) and an
extremely short length (it only took me 2 hours to beat this). I bought it for about a dollar from a sale, and it was the first
modern hidden object game that I ever played, so I don't regret my purchase too much. But, all things considered, I really can't
recommend it to anybody.. Having a lot of fun, would recommend!. Pros:

Interesting soundtrack
Nice Colours
Challenging

Cons:
Bit samey

Worth a punt when on sale.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=paqOAAFtsNk

. Once upon a time I was a very solid baseball player. Not here to brag on, only using that to preface what I'm about to say.
Swung as hard as I could as if swinging a bat, 410 ft homer. Next hit was a glorified bunt swing meant to just hit the ball based
on trajectory, 470 ft homer. What?! It's a decent party game if you're looking for just some basic fun. If you're looking for
anything beyond just a little party fun, pass.. A decent example of sequel done right.
Most of the issues with the previous game were fixed in this one.
+No more pointless fetch quests
+Lock on function
+Unlimited dashing
+Better graphics and sound effects

As for the game itself - calling it "diablo with mechs" would be an overstatement, since it has much less depth and complexity
than even Diablo 1, and it comes nowhere near games like Front Mission or Armored Core in term of mech customization.
It's a simple, small, borderline indie dungeon crawler with cute little cyberpunk plot and anime twists that you can see a mile
away.
I managed to finish story in about 8 hours, but there is also post game grinding content.
Still I recommend this game, even if not for the full price, but for something like -30~60% sale definitely.. Money grab for a
dead game. The premise is quite non intuitive. You need to pay for features of a half baked game.. This game is awesome!
I already fall in love with these lovely girls in the game!
ADDITION：sometimes chinese subtitles show up at wrong scenes.
注意：中文字幕并不总是出现在正确的地方，虽然这并不影响游戏体验。. Its a fine game but I wouldnt recommend it if you dont want to go through
rage inducing obstacles. This isnt a typical game to just jump through. This has 20 levels and each one of them will be a real
pain to beat. If you are getting this, good luck.. I bought this DLC without even knowing what it does..
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